           *  notes on the video clips..

a]  "slow speed"          Clearly demonstrates the simple steer control  of  the  vehicle... right  down  to stop,    with  seamless simple  steer  control  throughout  all  vehicle speed variations during all manouvers.
  Included is a severe road camber change  taken with little effect on the vehicle. Surprisingly, even though the vehicle is less than a meter wide it is  less  disturbed by bumps  than  a conventional car.

 b] " dirt"           Shows the vehicle sliding on a fine gravel dirt surface.        Although  it  might  not  be  obvious,  the  vehicle negotiates  the corners in an all wheel drift, which is tending to understeer.      The  vehicle  has  very unusual    abilities    to   maintain  a  controlled   balanced  drift automatically with no attention  from  the  driver    [see Patent].        The driver simply observes the steered path and if  the  drift is too  wide  reduces  speed,  or  varies  his  input on the control. I  show  a  deliberately  induced  power  oversteer  which  is corrected by opposite lock on the control   [ in a conventional manner]....    however  notice  that the driver input on the control is fundamentally connected to the tilt of the vehicle,   and   the   steered  front  wheels  are dynamically connected to the tilt. This explains the self regulating abilities of the vehicle system   [ see my Patent for more details]

 c]  "medium speed"             Shows corners taken at higher speeds. The steer of the vehicle is precise, and the feeling is very pleasing.... even if you don't drive" fast".... it feels good. Notice the dynamic stability " hands off " which demonstrates the  fundamental  inbuilt  stability  of the system.    As speeds increase  the vehicle [as it tilts] tends to load its outer wheel/s more than its inner one/s..... and the driver feels some lateral force on his body, which is a  subliminal  feedback method I employ in this vehicle  because its a naturally expected component of simple steer style control. Notice how the driver  tends to shift his upper body into the corner with the rotation of the control ?       All  this  is  due  to  the vehicle  settings which provide the driver/ machine interface which appears to be so poorly understood by others in this field.

 " and its all done mechanically and fail safe"

d]  " new drivers".....Most people wont show you this! 
   A production vehicle MUST make a good first impression. This is a challenge when it is fundamentally unlike anything you have driven. I am more than pleased with the response from new drivers, and in a  " few laps"  anyone is into it!

      Phillip.

